
Robee Coin White Paper
This white paper has no terminology, we make it readable for everyone!

Robee is derived from similar pronunciation of Robinhood. Robeecoin is

the only one coin in market that stands for common people.

Robeecoin = Paypal + BTC + Undefeated Empire

Paypal

Paypal is the most popular payment method in the world.
Its advantage is fast transaction and convenient for use.
Robeecoin is holding the coin node by ourself. It doesn't have to confirm transaction
for multiple servers/nodes.
So the transaction speed will be fast.
And
Robeecoin is holding the mining node by ourself.
You don't have to pay high transaction fee to miner.
And EVEN the trancation fee will be much cheaper than Paypal!

BTC

Robeecoin is developed based on BTC open source code.
It follows decentralized basic rule of BTC, such as wallet address, block explorer,
transparent transaction but anonymous.
The difference is that we have mined all of coins in advance and controlled it.
We have the right to send the amount of robeecoin.

Technology

Robeecoin is btc clone. We are listing top or popluar coins below to show you where
we are:
BTC clone: LTC, Doge, Robeecoin(ROBEE)
Smart contract(TOP10): ETH, ADA, LINK, NEO, EOS, XTZ, ETC, XEM, WAVES, QTUM
Anonymous coin(TOP5): XMR, DASH, ZEC, ZEN, XVG
Top10 Marketcap: 1.BTC 2.ETH 3.BNB 4.XRP 5.USDT 6.ADA 7.DOGE 8.DOT
9.UNI(based on eth) 10.LTC
You will see 9 of top10 coins are using their own blockchain, 2 of them(DOGE and LTC)
are btc clone.
Doge and LTC is born for joking with btc, only Robeecoin is taking it seriously.
Maybe you don't know, when transferring some tokens born on smart contract let's



say ETH, you will have to pay some eth for transaction fee.
So question comes.
Why bother to send another coin when I can pay with eth?
My answer is owners of coins do not care about coin holder, even coin holders do not
care about it.
They do not use the coin for any business, the coin's value is just being traded on
exchange. But such the situation will not last forever. Coin without any real value will
disappear finally.
We are making a coin which intends to be real value with fast transaction speed and
low transaction fee.
With our Alliance growing, robeecoin will surely be the top1 coin most people using.

Supply

The total supply of robeecoin is 50billion coins.
We mined all coins in advance.
Supply to public will follow the history of BTC from Jan. 2010 based on its percentage.
https://www.blockchain.com/charts/total-bitcoins
3.8billion coins will be released to public at the beginning.

We will stop supply at any time if its spot price drops a lot, meanwhile we will buy
back coins to maintain its price.

Conclusion:

Actually, most people do not care about decentralization or centraliazation( like
Ripple).
People buying coins is just because it could make people rich.
If the value of 1 US dollar can be rised by 10times, no one there will buy coins.
So don't be very worried we have mined all of coins, we did this is just because we
are protecting you from giants and whales.

Undefeated Empire

Airdrop

Unlike other ICO token, we do not airdrop any robeecoin. We grant its real value at
the beginning.
The initial price is 1 ROBEE = 0.01USD before going public on coin exchange platform.
If you want to get robeecoin, you need to purchase it at 1ROBEE/0.01USD.
And
If you want to sell your robeecoin, you can sell it to us at 1ROBEE/0.01USD.
This is the main reason why we mined all coins in advance. Every coin floats out from
us and we have the money to buy it back.

https://www.blockchain.com/charts/total-bitcoins


After being listed on exchange, you are still able to buy or sell ROBEE from/to us, but
the rate will be affiliated with market spot price.

Alliance

The most important reason that BTC has high price is because a lot of people using
btc for business.
We propose all business entity, no matter you are sole proprietorship or running a
cafe, join our alliance to accept robeecoin payment.
And there is a condition as of now, you need to give the most discount as you can to
your customers who are paying with robeecoin.
Let's explain its advantage:
Take cafe as example, if your cafe joins our alliance, your cafe store will be listed in
our craigslist.
Robeecoin supporters search your cafe out nearby and go to your store for
consumption.
1st advantage: Big discount will literally force your customer to use robeecoin, more
people using robeecoin, more potential value and rise when robeecoin being listed
on exchange.
So don't care about your temporary profit lost, you will earn a lot later!
2st advantage: You will get a lot of new customers from our craigslist, it will make
your cafe looks thriving and it could happen that people begin to queue up in front of
your store.
3st advantage: After you receive robeecoin from your customer, you can sell it to us
directly on our website. So we can say what you receive is real money!

Cross-border merger/acquisition and investment

Our purpose to be listed on exchange is not betting with others to drop or rise price
to earn money, it's for getting spot price and then we can cacluate total capital we
have.
We will then be able to invest in some profitable industry such as sex industry,
gambling industry, enery industry, gaming industry to earn money.
We can also buy in as a shareholder with some big or most promising company such
as TikTok, Amazon, Walmart to earn bonus share, and ask them to accept robeecoin.

And we will acquire clothing-related companies, food-related companies,
hotel&travel-related companies and transportation-related companies to establish a
worldwide closed business ecosystem powered by robeecoin.

Share

Aftering earning money from the above business operation, we will share annual
profit as below:
1. 1-9% to our team, it varies according to operating cost.



2. 50% to our cash pool to maintain robeecoin's spot price on exchange.
3. 40% to seek for next-year investment growth.
4. The rest will give real money to lucky robeecoin's holders.

More explanation about 2. and 4.
For 2., we will maintain the annual growing rate of spot price above 7%. If spot price
drops a lot, we will use our cash pool to buy coins to increase spot price, it will help
keep your wealth.
For 4., we will select 100 holders randomly by luck wheel and then make them wish
come true, like a beach house at Miami or helicopter or something else.

We care

BTC is like an abandoned kid, no one cares about its believer and sustainable and
healthy price rise. Its price can be lifted or dropped dramatically in short time and
make a lot people losing money.
No one can control it and would like to help it as it's not owned by anyone.
We care about robeecoin and its holders, we will do nothing if its price increases. But
if its price drops a lot, we will interfere.
XRP(Ripple) is the only centraliazed coin managed by Ripple Labs, its price increases
to 1.36usdt(April 2021) from 0.006usdt(2017), about 200times increase.
BUT Ripple was created for financial and banking operation.
You see no matter it's decentrailzed or centralized coins, no one is for common
people, no one cares about common people.

Undefeated Power

The initial supply of robeecoin is 50billion, It would be 50billion USD if 1ROBEE =
1USD after the coin listed on exchange.
At that time, we can beat any short selling trade to maintain spot price. And we can
invest in any industry as we want!

Why Us

Robeecoin is built for common people on earth, we want no poor people on earth.
If a giant releases a coin, it does not intend to help you of course, it just wants to
secure its position and rob you and play you for a sucker.
We are a small team, there is no blockchain-industry star backed, no fanancial
institute backed.
We will cooperate with some professional consulting companies like IBM when our
project growing successfully.
No joking any more, blockchain technology gives the chance to hold us together to
make a miracle and change the world! Just think about GameSpot event, Doge coin
and Shib coin, common people has potential undefeated power.
Let's hold together to make a coin which stands for us!



The potential of our project

There is no same coin as ours in the market, robeecoin will try to make a closer
combination with society and business, make more and more people hold and use
robeecoin.
Our to-do list includes placing ads on Super Bowl, just like godaddy which brought
domain name to public, and placing ads on Premier League.
Robeecoin does not intend to be substitute of fiat money. The money we get will
float back to society.
As we stated above, we will invest in many industries which will surely increase
employment opportunities and make more and more people rich！
We do not fight against giant and whale, in opposite, we are open to any chance of
cooperation.
The difference is we will share most profit with our coin holders directly!
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